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Gulag Archipelago

I

n the many "waves" of Stalinist
repressions, many of us have
our own special tragedies.
I know, for example, that for A.
Tvardovskii it was the "deKulakification"—which claimed the
life of his father, a hard-working
peasant from the poor stratum of
that class, a recent veteran of the
Red Army, a defender of Soviet
power, who was exiled to the other
side of the Urals with his entire
famUy. The only one to survive was
his oldest son, who had happened
to go into the city to study. That
was the one who was to become
our great poet, A. Tvardovskii.
And he once had to deny his father.
He wrote about all that in his last
poem, "It Is Right to Remember."
For my family, the tragedy was
the repressions of 1937 and 1938,
in particular the purge of the commanders and commissars of the Red
Army. My father, a commissar of a
division and a teacher in the mili-

tary-pohtical academy of the
RKKA [Red Army], was one of
those who were arrested and perished. Those people were totally
devoted to Soviet power, socialism,
and the Bolshevik party. As participants in the Civil War, they were
romantic heroes in my eyes, and I
never believed that they were
"enemies of the people."
For Solzhenitsyn this deep, personal tragedy was not his own arrest but the cruel and terrible fate
of miUions of Soviet prisoners of
war, Solzhenitsyn's contemporaries,
the generation of October, who
made up a large part of our professional army in June of 1941.
This army was shattered and
surrounded in the first days and
weeks of the war because of the
criminal miscalculations of Stalin,
who was unable to prepare either
the army or the country for war;
because of Stalin's absurd and stupid orders on the first day of the

A Soviet hard labor camp in Siberia, 1940s.

war and then abandoning his post
in the following days of the first
week of the war; and because of the
lack of experienced commanders
and commissars, who had been
liquidated by Stahn.
More than three million soldiers
and officers landed in prison camps,
and one milhon others were later
imprisoned in "pressure cookers"
near Vyazma, near Kharkov, on the
Kerch Peninsula, and near Volkhov.
But the Stalin government betrayed
its soldiers even when they were in
captivity, by refusing to recognize
Russia's signature on the international convention on prisoners of
war. As a result of this, no aid went
to Soviet prisoners through the
International Red Cross, and they
were condemned to die of hunger
in the German concentration
camps.
Those who survived were betrayed again by Stalin after the
victory when they were all arrested
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and went to swell the population of
the "Gulag Archipelago." This
triple betrayal of Stalin's soldiers is
what Solzhenitsyn considers the
worst, gravest crime of the Stahnist
regime—a crime unprecedented in
the thousand-year history of Russian governments. "I felt," Solzhenitsyn writes, "that this history of
several million Russian prisoners
would hold me forever, the way a
pin holds a cockroach."
Only a tenth part of our prisoners
joined the Vlasovite units, the police
units, the work battalions, the ranks
of the "voluntary" helpers of the
Wehrmacht. The majority of those
who joined sincerely hoped that
once they had gotten food and
arms, they could go over to the
side of the Soviet army or the
partisans. These were, as it soon
turned out, false hopes. The
chances for escape were too few.
Solzhenitsyn does not justify
and praise those desperate and unfortunate people. But he asks the
tribunal of their descendants to
take into consideration certain extenuating circumstances. These
young and often iUiterate fellows,
mostly from the countryside, were
demorahzed by the defeat of their
army; and they were repreatedly
told in the concentration camps;
"Stalin has denounced you" and
"Stalin doesn't give a damn about
you." And they could see very well
that this was true and that death by
starvation awaited them in the German camps.
Virtually all the "Vlasovites"
were condemned to 25 years in the
labor camps. They were not affected by any amnesty, and almost
all of them died in prison or in exile
in Siberia. I also think that for most
of them this was too severe a punishment, because Stalin bore a far
greater guilt in this tragedy than
anyone else.
[SOLZHENITSYN ON STALIN]

I

n several places, Solzhenitsyn's
book has deep and exact observations about the personality
of Stalin, which appear, however,
almost as asides. The author con-
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siders Stalin's personal role in our
country's disaster and even in creating the "Archipelago" so unimportant that most of his remarks
on Stalin are not included in the
essential text but in short comments and notes.
Thus, in his notes to the next-tolast page, Solzhenitsyn writes: "In
the years before I was imprisoned
and while in prison, I also long considered that Stalin had given a
fateful direction to the course of
the Soviet state. And how much in
fact has our ship of state changed
its course? He did add a personal
note of dismal stupidity, petty
despotism, and self-adulation. But
otherwise he simply followed in the
path that had already been marked
out."
Solzhenitsyn speaks very briefly
in the second chapter about the
waves of repression in 1937-38
(why go into detail about "what
has already been described at length
and will be repeated again many
times"?)—when the main cadres of
the party leadership and intelligentsia, the commanding and political officers of the Red Army, most
of the management personnel in big
industry, and the Communist
Youth leadership were annihilated
in the prisons of the NKVD; when
die top levels of Soviet administration, the top levels of the NKVD
itself, the foreign service, and so
forth, were changed by force. He
writes (once again in a note):
"Today, having seen the Chinese
'cultural revolution' (which also
followed 17 years after the decisive
victory), we can surmise that there
is very likely a historical law here.
Even Stalin himself begins to seem
only a bhnd and accidental agent."
It is hard to agree with such a
view of Stalin's role and his significance in the tragedy of the 1930s.
Of course, it would be wrong to
completely divorce the era of
Stalinist terror from the preceding
revolutionary era. There was no
such sharp dividing line between
these two periods, not in 1937, as
many think, nor in 1934, as
Khrushchev claimed, nor in 1929,
as Solzhenitsyn himself thought.
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nor in 1924, when Lenin died and
the Trotskyist opposition was defeated, nor in 1922, when Stalin
was elected general secretary of the
RPK(B) [the Bolshevik Party]..
Nonetheless, in each of these years,
and in a few others, there were very
substantial changes in pohcy that
require special study.
Of course, there is a hne of continuity between the party that took
power in October 1917 and the one
leading the USSR in 1937, in 1947,
in 1957, and in 1967, when Solzhenitsyn completed Gulag Archipelago. But this thread of continuity does not mean that the
party did not change. Stalin did not
follow "in the footsteps." Even in
the early years of the revolution, he
did not always follow the direction
set by Lenin. And later on, with
every stride, he carried the party
away from this path.
In many respects, Stalinism represented the negation and bloody
extermination of all revolutionary
forces. In a certain sense, it represents a real counterrevolution. Of
course, I by no means think that
die Leninist heritage and the Leninist period in the history of our revolution do not require the most
serious critical analysis.
Solzhenitsyn does not set himself the task of studying the phenomenon of Stalinism, its nature,
peculiarities, its development, history, its premises. Such a notion as
Stalinism probably does not exist
for Solzhenitsyn, who feels that
Stahn "only followed in the path
that had already been marked out."
What might be called historical
background is completely absent
from Solzhenitsyn's work.
The book opens with a chapter
called "Arrest," througlr which the
author emphasizes immediately
that he is studying and describing
only the world of prisoners, the
world of outcasts, the mysterious
and terrible country of Gulag: its
geography, its social system, its
written and unwritten laws, its
population, its customs, its rulers,
and its subjects.
And Solzhenitsyn has no great
need of historical background, be-
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cause his Gulag Archipelago came
into being in 1918 and has been
developing since then according to
its own laws.
This one-sidedn«ss, which, it is
true, is relieved not infrequently by
profound comments, is maintained
throughout the volume. Of course,
die author has every right to take
this approach. Even without uttering a word about Stahnism, and
seemingly denying the validity of
such a concept altogether, by his
literary study of one of the main
components of the Stalinist system,
Solzhenitsyn has greatly aided the
examination of the whole criminal
and inhuman system of Stahnism.
Solzhenitsyn is wrong in claiming that in its essential features this
system has preserved itself to our
day. But it has not yet completely
disappeared from our social, pohtical, and cultural life. Solzhenitsyn's
book deals a very powerful blow to
Stalinism and neo-StaHnism. In this
respect, none of us has accomplished more than Solzhenitsyn.
[SOLZHENITSYN ON LENIN]

O

f all the accusations that
Solzhenitsyn raises either
directly or indirectly today
against Lenin, I will dwell on only
two. Solzhenitsyn thinks that in
1917 Lenin insisted on carrying out
a new-fangled "proletarian, socialist
revolution" in Russia despite the
fact that the Russian people were
not ready for such a revolution and
had no need of it. He also considers
that Lenin wrongfully used terrorist
methods in struggling against his
political opponents.
It is easy to sort out a revolutionist's errors 50 years after the
revolution. But the first sociaUst
revolution was inevitably a step
into the unknown. There was nothing to compare it with. Its leaders
had nobody's experience to borrow
from. In that case, it was impossible
to calculate and weigh everything in
advance. The basic decision and
methods of revolutionary struggle
can be adopted and corrected only
in the course of events. Lenin
understood all this very well and
often repeated Napoleon's words:

'"First we have to join combat and
then we will see." A revolution of
this type could not be carried out
without risks-without the risk of
defeat and without the risk of errors. But failing to give the signal
for revolution when the possibility
appears is also a great risk for a
revolutionary party.
It is not surprising, therefore,
that Lenin and the Soviet government headed by him made many
miscalculations and errors that prolonged the Civl War in Russia and
increased its cruelty. These miscalculations delayed the transition
to NEP and increased the economic
dislocation of the early years.
Lenin's hopes for a rapid development of revolution in Europe,
which would then have given Russia
technical and educational assistance, were not realized. The Soviet
government went too far in restricting democracy in our country.
This list of miscalculations and
errors could be continued. But no
computer can show that the armed
uprising of October 24, 1917, was
historically premature, or that all
the subsequent crimes of the Stalinist regime flowed from this fateful
error of Lenin.
After Lenin's death also, the
road ahead for the party had not
been traveled by anyone before.
Unfortunately, those who replaced
Lenin at the head of the party did
not have his intelligence, his knowledge, or his abihty even in the most
difficult circumstances to find the
correct solution. Therefore, they
failed to take advantage of even a
small part of the possibilities the
October Revolution opened up for
a rapid advance to a genuine socialist and democratic society. Today
we are still far from these goals.
Stalin not only did not "only follow the path that had already been
marked out" but, to judge from the
steps Lenin indicated in his last
remarks, Stalin very quickly went
off that path.
In the conditions of revolution
and of civil war no government
can avoid using some forms of
violence. But the most objective
historian would have to say that a
reasonable limit of violence was

exceeded many times even in the
early years of Soviet power. Starting
in the summer of 1918, our country was swept by a wave of both
White and Red terror. A major part
of these acts of mad violence was
absolutely unnecessary and even
harmful from a rational standpoint
and in terms of the class struggle.
This terror only increased the
cruelty of both sides, prolonged the
war, and gave rise to new needless
violence. Unfortunately, in the
early years of the revolution even
Lenin said the word "shoot" much
more often than the developing
situation required.
Solzhenitsyn does not distort
when he quotes from Lenin. But his
comments are always negative. But
hardly anyone today would approve of the order that Lenin gave
to the chairman of the Nizhgorod
provincial soviet, R. Federov:
"Strain every effort to apply mass
terror immediately, shoot and clear
out all the hordes of prostitutes
who are consorting with soldiers,
former officers and the like." Clear
out, yes, but why kill women?
Such abuses of power are deplorable; they must be condemned.
Nevertheless, this terror in Civil War
times did not predetermine the
frightful terror of the Stalin era.
Lenin made not a few mistakes;
he himself acknowledged many of
them on frequent occasions. An
honest historian must certainly
note all these errors and abuses of
power. Nonetheless, the general
result of Lenin's work, I am convinced, is positive. Solzhenitsyn
thinks otherwise. That is his right.
In a socialist country everyone
must be able to express his or her
views and opinions about the activity of any political leader.
[CORRUPTION OF POWER)

U

nfortunately, it is not only
the most honest and
courageous persons of
their time who become revolutionists. Also attracted to revolutions,
especially in periods of rise, are the
vain, the ambitious, the selfseeking, people with cold hearts
and unclean hands, as well as many
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59.4

Mobil

571

38.3
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839
570

34.9

Standard Calif.

560

60.1
39.7

Standard Indiana

390

32.2

Shell

253

40.6

Continental

153

23.4

Atlantic-Richfield

178

36.9
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All oil companies
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52,500

45.2
30.3
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who are simply stupid and narrowminded, fanatics capable of anything. But that is by no means a
reason to condemn all revolutions
and all revolutionists.
Another thing must be taken
into account. For revolutionists,
the main test is not prison or banishment to a labor camp, not dashing charges under the fire of the
White Guards, not hunger and cold;
but power, and power that in the
initial period will be almost unlimited. It has long been known
that power often distorts and corrupts the best people. It must be
noted with regret that very many of
the Bolsheviks did not pass this test
of power.
Solzhenitsyn understands the
corrupting effect that power has on
people. He has described his own
case with complete frankness. After
years of a hard and hungry life as a
soldier, he writes, after years of
drill and exhausting parading, after
suffering many injustices at the
hands of the most junior commanders, he completely forgot
about all of this as soon as he became a lieutenant and then a captain. In his mind he began to set
himself off from the soldiers under
him. The memory of a front-line
soldier's hard hfe became dimmer
and dimmer. Increasingly he came
to see himself as something apart
from these men, a different kind of
being, a member of a different
caste.
He unthinkingly took advantage
of all his officer's privileges, spoke
in a condescending tone to men old
enough to be his father or even his
grandfather, harassed his orderly,
and sometimes even was so severe
with the men that an old colonel
thought he had to give him a lecture right in the middle of an inspection.
"It turned out," Solzhenitsyn
admits, "that the officers epaulets
that had been trembling, swaying
on my shoulders for no more than
two years had cast a golden, poisonous dust into the empty space between my ribs." What is more, Solzlienitsyn almost became an officer
in the NKVD. They had convinced
him to go to the NKVD school; and,
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if they had pressed a little
harder, he would have accepted.
Solzhenitsyn is merciless with
himself. "I considered myself selfless and self-sacrificing. And at the
same time, I was thoroughly prepared for the role of a hangman.
And if I had gone to the NKVD
school in Yezhov's time, maybe
under Beria I would have grown to
find myself right at home."
"Apparently crime," as Solzlienitsyn writes, "is also a matter
of a threshold, like certain chemical
reactions. Yes, for their whole lives
people waver and are buffeted back
and forth between good and evil;
they slip, fall, struggle to their feet,
repent, and once again lose their
way. But as long as they do not
overstep the threshold of crime,
they can turn back. But when by
the extent of wrongdoing or as a
result of rank and absolute power
they pass over this threshold, they
step outside the bounds of humanity. And there may be no turning
back."
"Let any reader who thinks that
this book is going to be a political
indictment shut it right now," Solzhenitsyn writes in another place.
"If it were only that easy! If it were
just that there were some evil persons, people who have committed
evil acts, and had to be identified
and eliminated. But the line dividing good and evil runs through the
heart of every human being. And
who is going to eliminate part of his
own heart? In the lifetime of one
heart, this hne shifts even within it,
sometimes pressed by exultant evil,
at other times opening room for the
flowering of good.
"One person in different ages
and in different situations can be a
completely different individual. At
times, he may be close to being a
devil, at others to being a saint. But
the name doesn't change and we
attribute everything to him." In
this profound observation of Solzhenitsyn's we see at least a partial
explanation of the drama and the
moral fall of many Bolsheviks, who
' before they became victims of
Stalin's terror were not unimportant
gears in the oppressive machine that
had been created.
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(WHAT IS TO BE DONE?}

ut if power distorts and corrupts people, if politics, as
Solzhenitsyn thinks, "is not
a science but an empirical field that
cannot be described by mathematics and is even subject to ego
and blind passions," if all professional politicians are only "boils on
the neck of society preventing it
from freely moving its head and
arms," then what is it we should
strive for? How should we build a
just human society?
Solzhenitsyn speaks about that
in passing. He puts his ideas in
parentheses without explaining or
interpreting them in detail. From
these brief comments, it is clear
that he believes the most suitable
social structure would be one
"headed by those who can direct
the activities of society most intelligently."
That means primarily engineers
and scientists (workers, in Solzlienitsyn's opinion, are only
helpers of engineers in industry).
But who will offer moral leadership
in society?
It follows from Solzhenitsyn's
reasoning that moral guidance cannot be provided by any kind of
political doctrine but only by religion. Only faith.in God can serve as
an underpinning for human morality, and it was always deeply believing people who were best able to
endure all the privations of StaHn's
labor camps and prisons.
But these thouglits smell of
utopianism. They are not even very
original. Solzhenitsyn has dealt
mighty blows to all kinds of pohtical deception. He rightly calls on
the Soviet people and above all the
youth not to promote falsehood,
not to cooperate with lying. However, it is necessary not only to
convince people of the untruth of a
political doctrine but also to offer
them the truth, to convince them
of the truthfulness of some view.
But for the overwhelming majority of the Soviet people, the truth is
no longer and can never be religion.
And the youth of the twentieth
century are hardly likely to find
guidance in faith in God. Moreover,

B

how can the engineers and specialists take control of the affairs of
society, or even of the economy,
without politics and without political struggle? But even if this were
possible, how can such a society be
prevented from degenerating into a
dictatorship of the technocrats?
And wouldn't turning the moral
guidance of society over to religion
lead to the worst kind of theocracy?
Speaking of the repressions of
1937, Solzhenitsyn writes: "Maybe
1937 was necessary in order to
show the worthlessness of the
whole world view that they strutted
around drugging themselves with
while they were plundering Russia,
wrecking her bulwarks, trampling
on her shrines." He is talking,
as can easily be seen, about
Marxism. But Solzhenitsyn is
wrong. Marxism did not produce
the Stahnist deformation, and overcoming Stalinism will not mean the
collapse of Marxism and scientific
sociahsm. And Solzhenitsyn knows
—he says it in another place-that
religious ideology facilitated the
Inquisition's two centuries of
savagery, the burning and torturing
of heretics.
I find these ideals of Solzhenitsyn quite unappealing. I am
profoundly convinced that for the
foreseeable future our society must
be built on a combination of socialism and democracy; and that it is
precisely the advance of Marxism
and scientific communism that will
make possible the creation of the
most just human society.
Engineers and speciahsts must
have a far greater weight in our
society than they have today. But
this by no means excludes a scientifically organized pohtical leadership. It assumes, in particular, the
abohtion of all sorts of privileges
for leaders, reasonable hmitations
on power, self-management
wherever possible, an increased role
for organs of local government, the
separation of executive, legislative,
and judicial branches of government, limitations on the time any
political mandate can be exercised,
full freedom of speech and conscience—including, of course, freedom to propagate religion, freedom

to organize and freedom of assembly for individuals and groups of all
political persuasions, free elections
with full freedom for all parties and
groups to put up candidates for
every post, and so forth.
Only such a society, which of
course would also be free of the
exploitation of one person by
another and would be based on
collective ownership of all the principal means of material production,
can guarantee the unhindered and
balanced progress of all humanity
and its individual members.
As long as this genuine socialist
democracy does not exist, our
country will continue to develop in
a slow and unbalanced way, and
such giants as Solzhenitsyn will not
often appear among us.
Before his arrest, Solzhenitsyn
considered himself a Marxist. Having passed all of the cruel trials that
are described with such merciless
truth in Gulag Archipelago, Solzlienitsyn lost his faith in Marxism.
That is a matter of his conscience
and convictions. A sincere change
of opinion should be understood
and respected.
Solzhenitsyn has betrayed or
sold out no one. Today he is an
opponent of Marxism, and he does
not hide that.
Marxism will not, of course,
collapse because it has lost one of
its former adherents. I even think
that Marxism can only benefit from
a polemic with opponents such as
Solzhenitsyn.
It is much better to have an opponent like this than "defenders"
like Sergei Mikhalkov or Aleksandr
Chakovskii. A "scientific" ideology
that had to hold people by force or
the threat of force alone would be
worth nothing. Fortunately genuine
scientific sociahsm does not need
compulsion.
Roy Medvedev is the author of Let
History Judge (Knopf), and is living
in the Soviet Union. His brother
Zhores is a distinguished biochemist
whose passport was recently revoked
by the Soviet government and who
now lives in England.
Translation copyright ©1974
by Intercontinental Press.
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MINEWORKERS
(From page 41)
[LIKE OLD TIMES]

ust as perplexing—but admittedly
more complex—has been the
Miller regime's reluctance to involve itself in the legislative battle in
Congress to turn out a strong bUl to
regulate the strip mining of coal. The
union position is made more ironic by
the fact that Miller used to be an abolitionist, even giving congressional testimony before his election about the
terrible social and environmental consequences that rampant stripping has
rained down on the Appalachian
mountains. That early abolitionist
stance was in many ways a political
plus for Miller. It brought him the support of mountain people who were fed
up with the strippers. It earned the
backing of underground miners (90
percent of the UMW men work in the
deep mines) who for good reason see
themselves threatened by growing
amounts of strip-mined coal. It even
brought campaign contributions from
Montana ranchers whose lovely coun-

J

Mining camp in Harlan, Ky., deserted

try is ticketed for destruction.
Obviously, Miller could not commit
the UMW to abolition, for strip mining
is simply too vital to union operations.
While only about 10 percent of its
members work in the strip mines, they
produce something like 40 percent of
all union coal. Every ton of unionmined coal is taxed 80 cents by the
UMW to finance its welfare and retirement fund, providing a yearly income
of some $200 million. So without
strip-mined coal royalties, the welfare
fund goes down the tubes. The trap
runs even deeper, and it has a huge
bearing on the existence of the UMW.
The simple mathematics of the coal
reserve picture would suggest that strip
mining is not the way the country will
satisfy its long-range energy needs.
Government experts say that only
about three percent of the U.S. coal
reserve is strippable. The rest, if it is to
be used, must be deep-mined in the
traditional fashion. But coal company
visionaries don't think that far ahead.
Stripping is quick, highly productive,
comfortable, and vastly profitable. It
is made even easier by weak state enforcement and the absence of federal
by striking miners.

requirements to make the operators restore the land to a usable state, stop
polluting rivers and ruining mountains.
The planners see a day when the Upper Great Plains and the southwestern
states will be dotted with huge electricity-generating plants fueled by coal
that is strip mined on the spot. They're
also talking about other plants to convert strip coal into natural gas and
petroleum. The largely untapped strippable western coal reserves are enormous—at least 30 bilUon tons—and the
companies are racing to get them
under lease as quickly as they can. It's
a new and awesome day they're planning for the West, and Miller's UMW,
as one anti-strip mine lobbyist put it,
"wants to be on the first unit train
going West."
Miller and his people see the evidence: the oil companies and the consortiums that control the western coal
are going to strip, and they are going
to do it on a large scale. That means in
the Miller view that the union, to survive, has to tag along to the West and
try to get the stripminers under UMW
contract. And that has been the signal
for Miller to go hmp on tough regula-
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tion—it enflames the strippers who already are UMW members, it enflames
potential UMW members and it
doesn't please the corporate executives
Miller some day may be negotiating
with.
Whetlier the UMW can win or even
hold its own in this situation is an
open question, anyway. The heavy
equipment and construction unions
that already represent most of the
western strippers have a foot in the
door: they don't have a welfare fund
royalty to worry about; they already
have relationships with management;
their members have no kind of fealty
to or identification with the underground miners of the UMW.
Meanwhile, the first tremors of the
industry shift to the West are being
felt in the underground coalfields of
Appalachia. Some companies have
shut down West Virginia deep mines,
claiming they are not profitable or
that the sulfur content of the coal is
too high to meet air pollution control
requirements. Yet electrical generating
plants of the American Electric Power
Co. in the coal-rich state have conducted test burns of coal carried in . ..
from western strip mines. To complete
the groin kick, jobless West Virginia
miners' power rates go up. State utility
law permits a direct pass-through for
cost increases a power company incurs
when buying fuel from its own mines
and transporting it in its own rail cars
and barges.
Instead of dancing to the corporate
tune, the UMW had an opportunity to
exert influence on Congress to restrict
the westward tide by writing a stripmine law that would force the industry to more thoroughly internalize its
costs and equalize the economic imbalance with deep mining. The result
could have been a new impulse for
underground mining. But when Congress took up the strip-mine issue in
1973, the reformed UMW had less and
less to say about it. Miller declined to
testify before House and Senate committees. Under pressure from his staff
when the Senate was about to cave in
to industry demands for a weakening
of reclamation standards for contour
stripping in mountainous areas. Miller
fired off a strong letter that helped
keep the bill intact. The scene then
shifted to the House, but no strong letters, no lobbying, no public demands

were forthcoming from Miller when
the electrical utilities, the mining companies and the Nixon Administration
mounted a mighty effort to ruin the
House bill. Chief lobbyist Nelson was
sitting in the West Virginia Senate.
Miller preferred not to discuss the
situation with the press. In fact, he
even ordered a routine news report on
the strip mine bill removed from the
UMW Journal and laid down on edict
against any further such stories.
Sadly, it seemed like old times . ..
Ward Sinclair is chief of the
Washington Bureau for the Louisville
Courier-Journal and the Louisville
Times. He lias covered the coal industry and the UMW for several years.
LOCKHEED
{From page 24)
Jack Vollbrecht, president of AerojetGeneral Corporation, a medium-sized
aerospace company, warned us how it
would be in 1971 tesfimony before
the House Appropriations Committee:
/ just tell you, gentlemen, you have
a good opportunity to make an example of a contractor who is a bellwether in this industry either way
and the industry will read it exactly
the way you treat them. It is common talk among the industry and
they are waiting to see, and don't
think they won't read those signs.
There is no way you can cover
them up. So if you want to continue having troubles with an industry
who will come right back and say,
"Well, what are you treating me different for? What is different about
me? My problems are just as real to
me as Lockheed's are to them " I
think that is fair. I would expect to
be able to come in and say, 'My
God, we made a horrible mistake,''
and I'd want to know why you are
not going to bail me out If you say
no, I want to know why.
Once again the forecast was accurate. The public precedent of nonenforcement of Lockheed's contracts
became the rule for giant firms. For
example, one of the Navy's pet dinosaurs, Grumman Aerospace, generated
stupendous cost overruns on their
F-14 fighter planes. The solufion of
shaping up was rejected, and studies
suggesting how this might be done
were suppressed. More money was the

solution, and the Lockheed precedent
showed how to get it. Citing lessons he
had learned during the "Lockheed debate," erstwhile conservative, freeenterpriser Senator James Buckley advocated "welfare handouts" for his
constituent giant, Grumman. In a
March 9,1972, letter to then-Secretary
of the Navy John Chafee, Buckley
wrote, "It is my view that the F-14
contract is one of those contracts in
which the understanding imphcit in
the 'golden handshake' should be honored." Buckley went on to comment,
"It would be most short-sighted if the
financial well-being of a major contributor to our national defense were
placed a.t risk . . . "
The big companies, secure now in
their indolence, react with total unconcern to news of huge increases in
the costs of their Pentagon contracts.
Just recently Congressman Les Aspin
disclosed a $350 mUhon overrun on
destroyers being built by Litton Industries, one of the least productive of the
big eaters. That's true, Litton responded blandly, but that's not all.
Going beyond Aspin's figures, Litton
said there would be an additional $485
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by juilianne Dcnsen-Gcrbcr. j.l).. M.l>
This is the surprising story of
Odyssey House, the country's
most successful program for curing drug addiction, as told by its
founder and Executive Director.
Illustrated with photographs. "A
deeply affecting book."
—Publishers' Weekly
At bookstores, $2.95
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PICTURE BOOK OF SEXUAL LOVE
Oneol the most beauii(u( and
practical books on physical
love ever published Over
195 pholographs in color and
black-and-whiiR of a young
nude couple in a vanety o1
pre-coilal and coital positions Explores the whole
field of physical love including (lie building of se>,ua(
power sexual stimulation
lechniQues for building up
passion and niLich more Over
2?5 000 hard-bound copies
sold .it $15 00 now available
in soti cover for |ust $4 95
320 pages Salislaclion guaranteed or your money back
Send $4,95 to: Population Planning
Dept. RA-4 . 105 N Columbia, Chapel Hill. N O 27514

Grow Your Own
Fresh Sprouts
Easy — Simple
Clean

Nutritious — with enzymes,
minerals, Vitamins C, B, E and A.
Grown right in your own kitchen
without soil or plant food. Great
in salads, sandwiches, omelets,
etc. Fun for young sprouters, too.
3 graded screens, full instructions,
and 3 (organically grown) seed
samples. $2.50 ppd. For screens
only — $2.00. California
residents please add sales tax.
Send check or M. O. to
The Homestead Act, Dept. 35
2009 Haste St., # E
Berkeley, CA 94704
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million or so for a total overrun of at
least $835 milHon on their $1.8 bilHon
contract. Litton claims the original
contract figures were "theoretical"
and the real intention of the Navy was
to allow them to adjust their price to
reflect their actual costs.
The other big spenders also copied
Lockheed's successful tactic of threatening to die and stink up the place.
Just as soon as it was clear that Lockheed's ploy would work, others followed suit. During the maneuvering
for the B-1 bomber business in 1970,
supporters and beneficiaries of the
huge North American Aviation (now
Rockwell International) complex in
Los Angeles bought full-page newspaper ads bewailing the possible demise of the community dinosaur if the
rest of the United States didn't ship
out a few bilhon: "Now, we are about
to lose one of the giants in our industry; a giant that has recognized, fostered and benefited from our existence; a giant that has been a definite
measurable hnk to the strong defense
of our country many times in the past.
We will miss this giant."
In addition to addressing their
complaint to President Nixon, VicePresident Agnew, Melvin Laird, David
Packard, Sam Yorty and others, North
American supporters announced plans
to pray, presumably to God, for the
B-1 bomber contract to go to their
beast. Naturally, they got it. And now
tlie B-I program threatens to become
the first weapon system with infinite
cost. Literally, there seems to be no
end to the cost of existing pieces of
the program nor to new add-ons
needed to round out the complete
system. Rockwell was also tossed the
Space Sliuttle project, a huge NASA.
boondoggle. Taken together, the life
cycle costs of the B-1 and Space
Shuttle programs will exceed the cost
of the Vietnam War.
Acceptance of the absurd notion
that dinosaur feeding keeps us both
safe and rich requires that we abandon
logic and adopt the dinosaurs as tribal
totems in a kind of primitive religion.
The high priests of this religion are estabUshment economists, predominantly Keynesians. Most Keynesian economists, including Lord Keynes himself,
have professed admiration for military
spending as an engine for pump priming and redistribution of income. In
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tlie 1930s Keynesians of the mindlessly callous variety looked on in envy at
the works of their economic colleagues
in Italy and Germany. They especially
admired the Wehrwirtschaft, the military spending economy put together
by German economist
Hjalmar
Schacht for his boss, Adolf Hitler.
With the dread Bolshevik just over the
horizon and milhons unemployed at
home. Hitler, Schacht and associates
had little difficulty drumming up support for unlimited arms spending. The
trouble was, these gangsters were on a
one-way street. Germany's seeming
prosperity was an iUusion, based as it
was on ever-increasing debt, with
wages and some prices held down only
by force and with the real "redistribution" of the country's assets going
from the common folk to the Krupps
and other smokestack barons.
There are both similarities and differences evident in the comparison of
our own political economy with that
of pre-Worid War II Germany. The
economic theology is the same. The
same foreign devil is invoked when
needed to overcome domestic agnosticism. The patterns of redistribution
of income and wealth are similar. Our
tax-spend pattern transfers bilhons of
dollars from the average taxpayers'
pockets to corporate coffers. In recognition of the fact that our dinosaur
corporations' employees are an indispensable political constituency, they
are also taken care of in the redistribution plan. The average cost of "making
a job" in the aerospace industry is
more than twice the average taxpayer's
income.
The differences, I think, are rooted
in the vast superiority of our present
economic strength compared to that
of pre-war Germany. The economic illness of pre-war Germany was concealed only by secrecy and fraud, and
salvation depended in the end on exploitation of conquered foreign populations. In contrast, our dinosaurfeeding leaders have a much handier
colonial population. The people
marked for highest priority exploitation are not masses of ignorant,
troublesome, non-productive peasants
in underdeveloped countries, but
rather the most productive and easily
managed subject population in the history of the worid, the United States
taxpayers.
D

LETTERS
(From page 4)
for economists to that of the AEA. Without
URPE, radical economists would be isolated; with it they can continue to grow and
develop the analyses necessary to understand capitahsm and where our economic
system can and must go from here to provide a world of equality for all.
Mimi Sternberg
Marv Sternberg
Albany, N.Y.
Editors Note:
For more information about URPE or
the Review, write to URPE, 2503 Student
Activities Bldg., University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mi 48104.
Editors:
Though it is hard to separate incompetence from political discrimination,
Lawrence Lifshultz [Ramparts, April 1974)
is doubtless correct that there are certain
costs associated with nnonconformity. This
is as true of those who think there are too
many government barriers between people
who want to trade something as it is of
those who think unlimited government authority is a great and "radical" idea. The
prevailing standard is not to offend the Estabhshment. Those who are "in" make sure
their critics stay out.
Murray
Rothbard,
the
capitahstanarchist who has written for Ramparts, is
relatively fortunate to be stuck at Brooklyn
Polytech. His teacher, Ludwig von Mises,
was never able to get a permanent position
at any American university. And it is, as
Robert Lekachman once wrote, a "professional scandal" that Milton Friedman (or
George Stigler) has never won a Nobel prize.
Like the research grants, the prizes all go to
the Harvard types for saying that we need
more of the same. Likewise, none of the
Federal Reserve's many critics has been considered for appointment to the Fed.
Lifshultz makes these points indirectly

by quoting a department head to the effect
that "the Chicago types . . . are as much a
pain in the ass as the radicals." And from
the anecdote about Simon Rottenberg's
troubles, the reader might not guess that
Rottenberg is a libertarian.
Though Paul Sweezy may have had some
trouble cracking the New York Times'
symposium on capitalism (he was too late),
his essay is included in Leonard Silk's resulting anthology. Capitalism: The Moving Target. At the risk of sounding paranoid, it
might be noted that the anthology does not
include a single member of the ChicagoUCLA-Rochester-Washington-Virginia Polytech school of thought.
It has long been an axiom among libertarians, as well as New Left historians, that
special interests manipulate government subsidies and regulations to increase their
profits. Unlike their New Left counterparts,
however, libertarians don't expect much
from a change of men (or "systems"). In
this view, Galbraith's "emancipation of the
State" is naive. The solution is emancipation
from the State.
Alan Reynolds
Associate Editor
National Review
New York, N.Y.

[TYRANNY OF LANGUAGE]
Editors:
Nice that Edgar Friedenberg is getting
off on the works of R. D. Laing [Ramparts,
April 1974), but it's more than a shame
when he uses "man" and "men" as synonyms for human and people. ("This is not
to imply that men ought not to fight evil
and social injustice. . . ." etc.) We're sure old
habits can be hard to break, but that's no
excuse.
Mary A. England
Chris Schleh
Norman Solomon
Cathy Waechter
Billy Wilde
Eugene, Oregon
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PERSONALS
SLEEP-LEARNING-HYPNOTISM!
Books
tapes, equipment. Strange catalog free. Autosuggestion, Box 24-RM, Olympia, Washington 98501.
JAPANESE
CORRESPONDENCE,
F R I E N D S H I P ! Lovely girls' photographs,
details, brochure, $1.00. Inter-Pacific, Box
304-RT, Birmingham, IVIichigan 48012.
M E E T Y O U R I D E A L M A T E . Computerized Matching, Nationwide, only $15. Free
Questionnaire. Team, 1270 Broadway, N Y C
10001.
Insurance offered altruistically. A u t o , renters,
business and life. G. D. " J a c k " Martin, 415632-2211, 6736 M a c A r t h u r Blvd., Oakland,
Ca. 94605. California residents only.
PRIMAL FEELING CENTER OF NEW
E N G L A N D , I N C . „ week individual intensive, followed by groups twice a week.
F o r info and application write; R F D 2, Emerson Road, Milford, N . H. 03055. Or call
(603) 673-4666.
W H A T ' S Y O U R G O A L IN L I F E ? Considering the Catholic Priesthood? If so — I would
like to hear from you. Write — Rev. J.
Cavanaugh, 2249 Shore Road, Linwood, N. J.
08221.
J O H N C I E S S L A R ("Crazy Donald") contact Steve Wagner or Dan Slick, Box 2 1 ,
Goleta, California 93017.

U.S. I M P E R I A L I S M , liberation struggle in
Southern Africa, economic and political
news, feature articles. Read S O U T H E R N
A F R I C A (244 W. 27th St., Dept, E, New
York, N,Y, 10001) monthly magazine of
current news. $5.00^year. Write for sample
copy.
T R I C O N T I N E N T A L N E W S S E R V I C E is
the bi-weeklv magazine bringing news DIR E C T L Y from ASIA, A F R I C A , L A T I N
."AMERICA. Drawn from original newspapers, wire services, radio broadcasts, eyewitnesses. Subscription $12, Write for free
sample: T N S , 30 East 20th St., N Y C 10003.
E D U C A T I O N A L ALTERNATIVES
& OPPORTUNITIES

IMPEACH NIXON, NIXON
F O R EXPRESIDENT,
IMPEACHMENT
WITH
H O N O R , ( B U M P E R S T I C K E R S ) : 30/$5.,
70'$10.,
250/$25., 500/$39., •l,000/$69.
B U M P E R S T I C K E R : 63 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago 60611.
" I M P E A C H N I X O N " Buttons, $7/100, $ 1 5 /
250, $25/500, $35/1000. B U T T O N - K I N G ,
Box 3893-R, Merchandise Mart, Chicago
60654.
E M P L O Y M E N T & BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
E X C I T I N G O V E R S E A S JOBS. Travel, Adventure. Directory $1.00. Order today! Research Associates, Box 1167, Kailua, Hawaii
96734.

V O L U N T E E R S ! Help community school
finish building solar-heated fainily house.
Write Carla, Box 41, Woodville, Va. 22749.

M A I L ORDER P R O D U C T S

L I T T L E B U T L I V E L Y , Blake College continues exploratory education. Student-centered, 300'.'2 N, Jefferson, Eugene, Oregon.

MEERSCHAUM PIPES. G U A R A N T E E D
Hand Carved from Virgin Block. Save: Conner Imports, Box 9574-R4, San Jose, Calif.
95157.

LAND
You can still acquire Public Land F R E E !
Government Land Digest. Box 2217, Norman, O K 73069,
I R E L A N D — T r a d i t i o n a l Thatched-Roof cottage overlooking Shannon River available
monthly. All amenities. Box 1249R, Stowe,
Vermont,

HAND CARVED BLOCK-MEERSCHAUM
PIPES at 50% S A V I N G S .
Satisfaction
GUARANTEED.
Free
Catalog;
S.I.R.,
Dept. " R " P.O. Box 629, Levittown, Pa.
19058.
WATERGATE G R E E T I N G C A R D S ,
Unique, original. Set (9 cards) for $2,50, Box
1190, Goleta, Calif, 93017,
SERVICES

M O V E M E N T INFORMATION
BOOKS A N D PUBLICATIONS
E N G I N E E R S : Free introductory copy of
S P A R K magazine. Write: Committee for Social Responsibility in Engineering, 475 Riverside Drive, N Y C 10027.
I M P E A C H C A P I T A L I S M ! Nixon's only one
cancer of an obsolescent system. W e need
S O C I A L I S T R E C O N S T R U C T I O N . Why?
What? How? R e a d " T H E S O C I A L I S T R E P U B L I C , " a D I F F E R E N T magazine. Six
issues for depreciating $2.00. Send no money
now. Write immediately Box 825-A, N . Y.,
N. Y. lOOlO.
N E W S F R O M C H I N A every m o n t h thru
1974, Subscribe to: China Reconstructs (a
family magazine in English) air mail $3, Peking Review (a political weekly) air mail
$4.50, China Pictorial $4. Chinese Literature $4. Free samples o n request. C H I N A
BOOKS &
P E R I O D I C A L S , Dept. R., (3
locations) 2929-24th St., San Francisco,
Ca. 94110; 125 - 5th Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10003;
900 Armitage Ave., Chicago, II. 60614.
FREE CATALOGUE.
O U T O F P R I N T B O O K S . Send want lists.
Bookdealer, 39 N o . Browning Ave., Tenafly,
N.J. 07670. Dept. OP
P U B L I S H your book! Join our successful
authors: publicity, advertising, promotion,
beautiful books. All subjects invited. Send for
free manuscript report and detailed booklet.
Carlton Press (Dept. VOR), 84 Fifth Ave.,
New York 10011.
LIBERATION; WOMEN'S, MEN'S, GAYS',
K I D S ' , Free book, poster catalog. Times
Change Press, Penwell-H, Washington, N J
07882.
W A R IS N O T U N K I N D by Hilliard Bernstein. Another look at H o m o Sapiens as the
species goes noisily marching toward extinction, A D E L A N T E P U B L I S H E R S , 918 West
31st Street, Richmond, Virginia 23225.
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Learn about Socialism from G E N E R A L
SOCIALISTS, Socialist Labor — fourth oldest party. Free Information, 215 West 5th
Street, Room 1008, Los Angeles 90013,
S I L V E R B U L L I O N , G O L D Nuggets, Quality Non-Perishable Emergency Food Supplies.
W R I T E ; Krumpe, Box 1227, Santa Barbara,
Ca., C O L L E C T 805-687-3492.
ACUPUNCTURE
ACUPUNCTURE TRAINING PROGRAM.
Now h o m e study course with supplies! Yuang,
Box 219W, Toronto, C a n a d a M 6 M 4Z2.
B U M P E R STRIPS, POSTERS
B U T T O N S & T-SHIRTS
C A R T O O N T-SHIRTS!!! " S E N A T O R SAM
E R V I N " by F I S C H E T T I , " C R O O K " , " I ' M
NOT A CROOK", "IMPEACH NIXON",
" I M P E A C H M E N T W I T H H O N O R " by
SANDERS, " E X O R C I S E
NIXON",
" T R I C K Y D I C K " , " R I C H A R D T H E LYING H E A R T E D " , ' D O N ' T B L A M E M E , 1
VOTED
DEMOCRATIC"
1 $4., 2/$7.,
3/$10., 6/$18., (Sweatshirts, $6.95), S H I R T
K I N G , Box 3893-R, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 60654.

M I D D L E E A S T Research Information Project: literature, speakers, monthly review. Box
48, Cambridge, Ma, 02138.
I N S U R A N C E . All Types. Competitive Rates,
Personal Service, M a r k Kanter, 8455 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048.
213-651-3130.
BIOFEEDBACK
E E G - E M G - E S P equipment for research and
personal use. Free catalog. Aquarius Electronics, Box 627-V, Mendocino, Calif. 95460
TAPES, CASSETTES, RECORDS, M U S I C
T.APES on W o m e n ' s Movement. Protest M u sic and PoHtical Struggles. R A D I O F R E E
P E O P L E , Dept. D , 133 Mercer Street, New
York, N Y 10012.
" A F R I C A IN R E V O L U T I O N A R Y M U S I C "
New release. Best ever! 12" L P Stereo. Instrumentals and revolutionary songs recorded inside liberated Angola; Afro-Brazilian street
music; M a k o n d e dance music from Tanzania;
songs from the revolution by militants of M o zambique, Zimbabwe and South Africa. $4.50.
LSM Information Center, Box 94338, Richmond, B. C , Canada.

V I N Y L B U M P E R S T I C K E R S ! "Visit $an
Clemente (You Paid F o r It!)", "Jail T o The
Chief!", "Sisters L'nite!" "Energy Crisis—Or
Corporate Robbery?", "Nixon: America's
No, I Non-Taxpayer", " M o r e Gas And Less
Nixon!" "Bust The Oil Trust!", " N o Amnesty F o r Nixon", "Iippeachment With Honor (buttons, too!)", "Nixon F o r Ex-President", 2 / $ l , 2 5 , 6/2,00, 20/$5,00, B U L K /
DEALER DISCOUNTS! CHECKERS ENT E R P R I S E S , Box 942R, St, Louis, M o .
63188,
F U C K H O U S E W O R K : illustrated poster,
$1,75, Others, Free catalog. W e also have
adult comix catalog. Ask for it! S-T Mailorder, Box 1885, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106.
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TJamparts
TO OUR NEWSSTAND READERS:
We thought you might like to see this letter which we recently sent to Ramparts subscribers.
Dear Subscriber,
It is our practice to write you occasional letters, telling you what's happening here at RAMPARTS,
begging your indulgence or help, and commenting dolorously on the doings and undoings in the
world of magazine publishing. Unfortunately for the country, most of our letters have described the
way that print journalism is contracting; it has become for us a sort of symbol of hard times during
the past few years. We have noted the disappearance of big city dailies; we have written obituaries
for such giants as Life and the Saturday Evening Post, seeing in their passing an evil augury for free
speech and informed opinion; and we have lamented the way that the conglomerate mentality trifled
with Willie Morris's Harper's and left the Saturday Review twisting slowly in the wind. Through it
all we have wondered, in A. J. Liebling's words, what good freedom of the press is if there isn't one.
But now some of the gloom has lifted. Watergate seems to have revived the press somewhat,
and the Nixon strategy of subduing broadcast journalism and destroying the credibility of the Post,
the Times, and other opinion-makers has failed. There is even a new magazine on the newsstands.
Optimistically called New Times, it promises to provide the best of the New Journalism. It is the text
for this sermon.
[DE RIGEUR JOURNALISM]
The New Journalism was a creature of the early Sixties, an attempt by writers to give print
another dimension, to drop the pretense that human observers were ever impartial or value free, and
to do justice to their feeling that the worlds of fact and fiction were closer than is usually let on.
Tom Wolfe began it all, with essays that probed a whole range of cultural happenings: first the turf
of Southern California hotrodders and surfers, and later the zonked-out domain of Ken Kesey's
Merry Pranksters and Leonard Bernstein's guilt-ridden courtship of the Black Panthers. One was not
often happy with what Wolfe said, but still delighted with his ability to say it. Then Norman Mailer
swaggered into the arena, scorning such welterweight ephemera and instead taking on Sonny Listen,
the character of the President, moonshots, and political conventions. He called himself "he,"
"Aquarius," or, more recently, "the biographer," and it soon became clear that Mailer was less
interested in the event than in the way he confronted it. He made the vertical pronoun de rigeur in the
New Journalism.
The reportage of Wolfe and Mailer hit the best-seller list. Truman Capote's In Cold Blood
became required reading along with Jimmy Breslin's newspaper columns. Esquire was its cradle, but
the magazine most closely identified with it was New York, which rose up from the ashes of the
New York Herald-Tribune's Sunday Supplement.
New York was slick, well-edited, and plugged in to the best of the New Journalists. Clay Felker
was the editor. George Hirsch was the publisher, fresh from Time-Life. After a shaky start, New
York found its milieu and did well by almost every market standard. It achieved rising circulation
at a time when the mass circulation magazines were suffering unto death; it made money and then
went public. True, the decision to restrict its audience to New York may have seemed parochial, but
then the publishing industry has always vaguely felt that the rest of the nation doesn't quite exist.
Yet when editor Felker and publisher Hirsch fell out, and Hirsch left to found a new magazine
conceived in the style of New York, he vowed it would aim at a broad national audience. Moreover
Hirsch audaciously decided to avoid the traditional fund-raising strategy used by most new
magazines — to woo a handful of rich investors whose motives would not be profit, for profit was
one thing that no magazine pubhsher could promise. Instead of chasing angels to support his new
project, Hirsch went straight to the American countinghouses, the big banks. His move paid off —
to the tune of $1.7 million. Among New Times' owners are Chase Manhattan, the Bank of America,
American Express, and the First National Bank of Boston.
Our intent is not to review New Times or to enviously gripe about its vast source of money, but
to note that, rather than the beginning of something new, the story of New Times seems to be the end
of something old, specifically the New Journalism. You will remember that we have never published
much in this genre. We have respect for this kind of writing when done by skilled hands, but by now
it seems to have become an orthodoxy.
This may sound strange coming from a magazine so often charged with being ideological, yet it
is consistent. We fault the New Journalists with telling too little about what is actually going on and
examining what can be done about it. The birth of New Times is an important event, but it hardly
offers much hope for strengthening the dissenting press. On the contrary, we see the ability of this
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magazine to attract big bank investors as a certification of our intuition that the New Journalism has
become a blue chip and is not only safe but potentially profitable.
This, no doubt, will call forth a charge of sour grapes or covetousness on our part. Let us
precipitously plead innocent to the first charge and guilty to the second. Never in its short history has
RAMPARTS wooed such institutional money, less out of principle perhaps than out of the knowledge
that the particular lust of both parties was doomed to go unrequited. We don't want a friend at
Chase Manhattan. But as far as coveting a $ 1.7 million bank account is concerned, hell yes we do.
We have no doubts what we would do with a war chest like this.
[ENTER RAMPARTS PROMISSORILY]
Two months ago we went out on a limb here at RAMPARTS. We added a number of new writers
to our pages. We did this because we are convinced that never since the beginning of the Vietnam era
ten years ago has there been such an opportunity for hard-hitting and creative journalism on the Left.
We don't need to tell you why: Watergate, oil, impeachment, and still more cracks in the American
fagade that will doubtless appear by the time you receive this letter.
There are many things we want to do: going after the kind of investigative stories the New
York Times and the Washington Post refuse to cover; comprehensive analysis of crises foreign and
domestic; concrete proposals for institutional change; expanded coverage of the women's movement;
more thoughtful treatment of books and movies; more fiction and poetry — the list is endless. We
intend to hammer out thorough, radical positions on major issues in America — education, crime and
punishment, health care, transportation, taxation, government—the kinds of projects that have long
distinguished RAMPARTS from the half dozen or so other Left journals in this country. Now we have
the staif, but we can still use the money. And so we come to the request we've made before: for
you to help us by renewing your subscription in advance.
By subscribing now, you will not only save money, but you'll also get a free hardcover copy of
The Book of Daniel by E. L. Doctorow. The Book of Daniel is the most distinguished book we have
ever offered. Newsweek called it "the best novel of the year." Writer Joyce Carol Oates reviewed it
as "a nearly perfect work of art, a cause for rejoicing." Daniel is boldly political: its subject a
fictionalized version of the Rosenberg case and the wave of anti-communist hysteria which swept
America in the McCarthy years, seen in haunting flashbacks from the New Left America of
the late 1960s.
Having asked for your money, we will close by asking for your ideas. Now with our revitalized
staff we are more than ever eager to hear from readers about the directions you think the magazine
should be taking, stories you liked, ideas for future articles. We can't always promise to answer, but
we will circulate the letters among ourselves, and we do want to hear from you.
For the editors.

WE ARE ASKING our subscribers to help us'but by renewing their subscriptions now •
even if they are not due to expire. Others we simply urge to subscribe.

Send me The Book of Daniel and sign me up for:
n One year
$ 8
• New
• Two years
$ 15
• Renew
n Lifetime
$100
n No book, please. I'll deduct $2 from
the price of my subscription.
Name
Address
City

_
.. State .

Zip

, , T,, , ,
,
, , - 1
^rt,
• My check or money order enclosed m the amount of $

[If renewing, please include a recent address label. Canadian subscribers add 50
cents postage per year; other foreign subscribers add $1 per year.]
.1

(Use the envelope provided, or send this to

RAMPARTS,

2054 University Avenue, Berkeley, California 94704.)
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ON ARTIST CANVAS

THE WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL PAINTINGS MAGNIFICENTLY
REPRODUCED IN AUTHENTIC COLORS DIRECTLY ON CANVAS
FROM THE PUBLISHER WITH THREE GREAT WAYS TO ORDER.
A S15 valueT H E CANVAS PRINT.The took, teel and thrill of original art repro$
duced with a big 18 x24 image directly on 20 x 26 textured artist canvas

THE MOUNTED PRINT. The

4.95

canvas art is especially durable when permanently
laminated to our sturdy mounting board. Measuring 18 x24"overall, the print lanently
is ready to hang or simple to frame. Hanging tabs included for only
T H E F R A M E D PRINT.The classic Callery Frame is elegant in design and compliments any decor. Itisconstructedof solid wood, handfinished in rich ebony, trimmed with a silver
chrome insert and custom fitted to the
mounted canvas print. All you do is hang It up.
19'x 25x1%'overall, the canvas print ff.^t\ f\m
mounted and framed for only
•pl«/.«l3

722.ROUSSEAU.VIROIN FOREST.Ii
cool.deep jungle shades of green tan.
black.yellow & blue Reg S15 Sals 4.9S
261.PICASSO.DON QUIXOTE
An inspltatton m black on
purewhite.Reg.S7.Sal* 4.95
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